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Since the mid-100's an enormous amount of research and 7_4riting on

poor and/or non-white children has been done (Friedman, 1070). Bllck inner

city school-aged children have been the subjects of the hulk of these activi-

ties (Johnson, 1069): and this group has been studied and written about at

length in terms of (1) attitudinal concerns such as self-esteem or self-

concept (Grambs, lt165; Crier & Cobbs, 1068; Mcnonald & Cynther, 1065;

Wendland, 1067), (2) school performance (C:leman, 1966) and (3) linguistic

style (Fasold & Wolfram, 1070; Labev, 1070). With respect to self- esteem

or r,c1f-concept, results of reearch inOicate that inner city black child-

ren tcnt1 to perceive themselves leFs positively than do Yhite children

(Bridgette, 1n6S), hut tliat we may not be appropriately addressing the

question of self-concept in blacks (Manghman, 1071). Other research focus-

ing on the school performance of these children tends to indicate a high

degree of below grade level performance and school Failure (Jenecs, 1072;

Jensen, 1"(9). 1;esearch on the lanvnage or linguistic style of inner city

black childrer, indicates that the variant of American English spoken by

inner city bl;tek children varies systematically from standard American Rw.lish,

)'nt tbat this viri.1nce ccostitutes a linguistic difFerence and not a linguistic

deficit. Thus, while m.,st of reea!-ch and -Fitior. r the last twntv



or so years has focused
on inner city black children in the areas of self-

concept, school performance, and language style, the impact of all three
areas of research in affecting general school policy appears negligible.

In terms of the educational welfare of black inner city children, how-
ever, another iss'ae exists which has been less the concern of researchers
and which may have far more relevance for the educational welfare of these
children. This is the ability of many inner city black children to pro-
duce appropriate social behaviors in school settingt;.

The point has been made elsewhere (Mosley & Spicker, 1975) that one of
the factors affecting the educational welfare of poor children is probably
their inability to produce those social behaviors in the classroom setting
that teachers perceive as being appropriate. For instance, it has been re-
ported that while teachers in suburban schools tend to spend about 307. of
their teaching time attending to behavior management problems in Ole class-
room; some teachers in inner city schools spend up to 807. of their time
attending to these problems (Roberts, 1967). Other reports, indicate that
many white teachers

perceive black children as having strange peculiarities
(Groff, 1963), that experienced teachers attempt to transfer out of inner
city schools (Rivlin, 1962), and that many beginning teachers are reluctant
to accept appointments to inner city schools (Miller, 1963).

It is possible that by comparing inner city classroom behavior from
Ole perspective of suburban classroom behavior, we are looking at the soc:al
behaviors of black children in inner city schools from a false perceptual
context. Teachers may be regarding inner city pupil behavior as strange or
peculiar, not because it is strange or peculiar, per se, but because it is
not emblematic of suburban pupil behavior. As teachers, we may label beha-
viors as defic'ent not because they are deficient, but because we lack a
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cross-cultural Perspectivewe fail to perceive social behaviors as repre-

senting socialization modes specific to various cultnrally different groups.

As Williams (1970) has observed, the problem is not the inability of

inner city children to learn appropriate social behaviors. The problem

centers around the lack of congruence between the social behaviors they

have learned and those deemed essential by the schools. Where lack of con-

gruence exists between the behaviot of the child and the behavioral ex-

pectations schools hold for children, the consequences often arc negative

for the child. In one pervasive sense, self-contained special education

classes exist as testimony to our approach to resolving the issue presented

by many inner city children who do not meet the "good" student model postu-

lated by the ethnocentric i deal of the public schools (Garrison & Hammill,

1971; Hall, 1970; Mercer, 1971; Mosley, 1973).

For most teachers, it appears that students who closely fit the

non-poor Euro-American ideal of the "good" student arc rer.;arded as being

the most "educable" (Larsen, 1975; Rist, 1970) . The educational welfare

of inner city black children would probably be better assured if they pro-

duced school behaviors common to those found in suburban schools, which are

viewed as desirable by the society at large. We think this problem and the

development of means to resolve it may be far more significant to the edn-

cational welfare of inner city black children than concerns about the self

concept, linguistic habits, or scholastic performance of these children.

It is conceivable that possibly improvement in these three areas might occur

once the child learns to produce appropriate social behaviors in school

settings. However, in order to produce appropriate school behaviors, these

behaviors must first be acquired. Teachers of these children need to assume
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more responsibility for socializing these children than they do presently.

They should become familiar with methodological procedures and avail-

able strategies wbich will enable them to facilitate the social development

of inner city children with respect to the acquisition and production of

appropriate social behaviors in school settings.

But few teachers have been taught to deal adequately with childrens'

behavioral, motivational, and affective problems. Many of those that we

come in contact with adhere to hand-me-down strategies such as, "Step down

on them (the children) hard at first--let them know who's bossthen you

can ease up if you want." This, alas, may be the only training after

graduation in classroom management that they receive, and this input is

usually acquired during the first year or two of teaching. As a result

of their impoverished equipment, many potentially promising teachers may

resort to control tactics that make children docile and compliant, that

foster their conformity, that mal:e them doubt their abilities, and that,

"turn them off" to school and learning. Schools characteristically fail

to provide necessary structure for directing children's behavior, they

typically misuse or overuse management techniques that might be potentially

liberating for the teacher as well as the student; indeed, the goal of

many schools seems to be one of control of children's behavior rather

than of teaching them to become self-directing individuals.

It is our belief that many inner city school environments, because

of their emphasis on external methods of eontrolling children's behavior,

fail to meet.their needs for sociatination. What ap.pears to be war-

ranted is a change of emphasis on external methods of control to tech-

niques thnt foster the development of self-control. In the next sections

5



we will rc,.ies.:: the management strategics typically used in many inner city

schols and then contrast thcm those that consider more.appropriate.

TRADITTMAL MANV:E?lENT PRACTICES

When the hifth percentaf-.o nr te::ching time usually spent on behavior

management in inner city classroow: fs cnsidered, the tvnical assumption

made is that the problem lies -ith those "unmanageable kids" in these

classrooms. If the child lacks certain essential social skills, then the

chances are rood that he will prefloce inappropriate hehlvior in school.

Since teachers are socialization agents, however, e bglieve that the type

of behavior produced in a classroom is also a function of the way these

children are treated; that the problems that arise in these situations may

tcd to the interface of the child nod agents of socialization.

;.-/e also belic-e that c::isting er traditional methods oF managing behavior

in inner citv classrooms have not been ideally effective in bringing about

desired behavioral change in children primarily becalise of deficits in the

processes used to manage behavior. Part of the problem may he the result

of traditional management approaches ,,,hich have focused on behavioral con-

trol rather than behavioral change.

Tn order to discuss traditional classroom management practices we have

grouped them under three headings: nonmanagement, overmanagemont, and mis-

manages,lent.

!ie have found that teachers -4110 do not use available management tech-

niques are those 7,,h. vie,e their role as providing academic in-

struction solely. While the goal (,1- giving children needed academic skills

ts admirable, many inner city children need highly motivating academic presenta-



Lions. Their social behavior may intoeferr with instruction and they may be su
mntivated to acquire

importz,nL acide:v.ic skills. in these cases the goal of
instruction in core curriculum may become secondary to that of gettlug their
behavior under control and of motivating them.

Nonmanagement may be obvious when teachers fail to provide clear-cut
behavioral expectancies for their students in the form of rules or verbal
instructions. Another example of inadequate management practices is seen
in the failure of teachers to provide imMediate consequences, positive or
aversive, for a particular behavior.. Unless a teacher pays off a student's

prosocial behavior with praise or positive events, it is improbable that
he will behave appropriately on future occasions. Teachers also may not

systematically apply aversive outcomes such as loss of privileges or time
out when these are called for. Our observations suggest that when :Iversive
techniques are used, they are most often used late in a behavioral chain--
after the problem behavior is full blown. By neglecting to use available

management strategies at appropriate times, teachers may tail to provide
the child with information abut behavior-consequent relationships that
is essential to his developing self-coutrolling behaviors.

In contrast to problems of nonmanagement, some teachers may over-
manage their students. In overmanaged classrooms, children may be ex-
posed to such excessive structure that they may be behaviorally stifled,
docile and overcompliant. An example of overmanagement may be found in
a special education classroom wherein children have been kept on a token

economy system long after its need has expired. We have found that

children in such situations Lend to show such infrequent incidents of

'7
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their problem
behavior that they never are given a chance to acquire com-peting behaviors. Obviously children who are working most of the timecannot show problem behaviors; but problem behaviors cannot be dealt withif they are never manifest.

While
nonmanagement and

overmanagement practices may be problems inthemselves, another is that of
mismanagement. Mismanagement refers to thefaulty use of many potentially valuable management strategies. Becauseof the potentially 1c:1g-range ill effects of

mismanagement practices onchildren, this may represent a more serious problem than
nonmanagement orovermanagement.

Mismanagement may be seen in the use of corporal
punish-ment and criticism, sarcasm and nagging, in the giving of low grades, in theexpulsion of children and in the

misapplication of student ani parentinterviews.

In practice,
mismanagement may be readily

apparent in the sole orexcessivc reliance, on aversive
consequences as control methods. Typi-cally, corporal

punishment is used as the first, and often, the onlyform of
intervention in many cases. The use of punishment may causethe child's

behavior to be temporarily
suppressed, thus providing anincentive for the teacher to use this

technique. However, the long-rangeresults may be erratic.
First the child may come to associate

the act ofpunishment with the instructional
environment. Pain or anxiety and avoid-ance cues may be.conditioned to not only the classroom but to the teacher aswell (Aronfreed, l96S). Such cue5; may interfere with not only academicbehavior but contribute to problems in

interpersonal relationships withauthority .figures.
Teachers who use corporal

punishment also pro-vide models of aggressive behavior so that the child learns that aggressive



behavior is accep'Able if one is larger or more powerful than the victim.

Children may also develop negative attitudes toward the school environ-

ment when teachers use criticism or sarcasm, nagging, grades, and expulsion

as aversive consequence. There are indications that many inner city

children come to school with low or negative estimates of themselves and

their potential. If this is true, then nogative evaluations provided by

teachers may add to an existing problem of low self-esteem.

Nagging is a common technique which usually gets immediate results.

Like physical punishment, nagging vsually cause: the undesirable behavior

to be .temporarily suspended. It also causes the child's behavior to re-

main managerially dependent on external feedback. This technique may

also serve to reinforce negative behavior through attention and serve to

create a negative classroom climate wherein students lack initiative and

arc not motivated to alter their behavior.

The practice of giving low grades for inadequate antisocial behavior

may serve as a failure experience in the school causing children loss of

face and self esteem. When children are given low grades, they may be-

come unmotivated as high marks seem remote and inaccessible. Also; when

children must compete with others for grades instead of with their own .

records, grades may lose their valwc as potentially motivating incentives.

Another widely used aversive technique for managing inner city school

children's behavior is that of expulsion or suspension. While this may be

an effective method of control and in some cases the only solution, its

effects may not always be desirable. For some children expulsion may be

doing them a favor: it !:lny :711(A. thcni to (2:;capc fror: a miserable situation.

9
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Also, expulsion is nol: constructive
because removal of the child from

school results in their being unable to learn a new, more appropriate,
way of behaving.

While child and parent interviews are frequently used methods for
controlling classroom behaviors, they may often be misused. For example,
if a child can only get teacher

attention vi/:en he misbehaves and then is
talked with about his behavior,

chances arC that he may tend to misbehave
to get this form of adult attention. Parents of inner city children
probably are frequentiy called in for a tonference after the child mis-
behaves. it would be the exceptional inner city classroom-teacher who
would call a parent conference

to discuss how well the child was doing
in school; yet, the latter approach is the more acceptable use of the
parent conference because the child receives attention for appropriate
behavior.

Through nonmanagement, overmanagement, and mismanagement, then,
teachers typically fail to provide not only adequate

external control
for inner city school children, but, more importantly, they do not meet
their needs for socialization. By excessive reliance on often misapplied
methods of external

control, teachers do not allow children to develop
skills that will enable them to become self-directing individuals. The
next section will review methods that may be adopted to foster self-
control skills in children.

STRATEGTES FOR DEVELOPING SELF-CONTROL

There are several advantages of training children in behavioral self-
management. First, the child receives independence training and learns
skills that may transfer outside of the classroom..

Second, such an approach

10
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acquire this 'Ichavior and regard iL as accoptable. On Lilo other hand,

teac:hers ho nresent acceptable mcdels of self-control themselves have a right

to and can expect their students to model their behavior. Children acquire

many, if not most, of their social behaviors through observation. Teachers

should 1;eep this lmowledge consL-ritly in mind when managing their behavior.'

:Indsen, nod Thomas (1968) hPye advocated the use of classroom

rules in managing problem behaviors. The importance of this research in

'training children in self-regulation is that the use (.1 rules facilitates

the developmen or internal mediators which may serve a guidance function

for children. Rules not: only provide information about environmental ex-

pectancies operative in a situation, bur can be used For directing behavior

wilful external controls are wea'( or unclear.

To be used to the best advantage, rules should he clearly stated and

enforceable. iThenever possible, students should be allowed to participate

in the rule-setting procedures; ir a child feels that he is a part of the

poer system it is more likely that he will cooperate when enforcement time

rolls around. Rules also should be reviewed continually to make certain that

they are remembered. One Rood way for reminding an individual chill] about a

rule is to have him state the rule and the reasons for it when he has broken

one; if he has questions about it, this will usually become apparent at this

Teachers who make rules should fully expect to have to enforce them.

They also Should make adherence to them pay off through appropriate reinforcement

for compliance.

Another general strategy that teach,...rs may use to develop children's

self-control is to encourage children in assuming responsibility for their

behavior. This may be accomplished by arranging the situation so that he

can easily see how his behavior leads to a particular social outcome by
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creating a structured environment (Haring & Phillips, 1962). The teacher,

through consistent use of .positive and immediate feedbact:--sociai praise,

approvel or the adminialrarjon of concrete reinforcerSand aversive events--

time out, loss of privileges, or limit setLingcan convey to the student what

Consequences his behavior will bring.

Teacher3 may also teach children to predict the outcomes er his hehavcr

through the use of interviews. Such interview's perhaps are most effective

when the child in calm and accepting and not in the midst of a display of

emotional fireworks. Tn the interview, the teacher may first ask the child

to identify the particular problem behavior and describe why it was a problem.

Next, s/he may focus co having the child list or describe the events that led up

'to his displaying the behavior. Finally, the teacher should have the child

list or describe the consequences that his behavior produced. By using these

procedures, the teacher may aid the child in gaining modiational control over

his behavior that may help him avoid unwanted future conflicts.

Finally, a powerful technique generally available for teachers to use in

developing children's s 1f-regulatory skills is behavioral rehearsal. Be-

havioral rehearsal is a natural adjunct to the behavior-consequence relattons

training suggested above. Through an interview a teacher can have the child

verbalize a problem and then have him list alternative behavioral outcomes or

means of avoiding the conflict situation. Next, the preferred solution Is

selected and rehearsed so that this ideal becomes a part of the student's

behavioral repertoire. An entire gamut: of prosocial behaviors can be taught

througlt the use of rehearsalfrom the res,-littion of c,inflictr with authority

13



figures to the acquisition of appropriate behaviors in ajob interview. Behaviol
rehearsal is especially adapted for groups. Its use in these situations takes
advantage of peer modeling effects in whichdifferent group members are able
to witness not only the behavior itself but also its social consequences.

Blackhurst (1974), for example, used this approach with good results in
a-contrived classroom sitnation. He invited n policeman to visit his class
to talk about what might happen should the students be confronted with a
traffic violation. He selected an aggres:4ively-prone boy as the subject.
First, a scene was enacted in which the policeman pretended to pull the
student over in his car for speeding and bcgin writing him a citation. When
the hoy began verbally abusing him, the poli.7,eman got belligerent in return and
pretended to arrest the boy tor disorderly conduct. Then the scene was
replayed. This time the boy was given instructions to react calmly and to
display socially acceptable behaviors. Some time after this training, the
student was actually accosted by a policeman for running a stop sign; he

reportedly remembered his training and waz: able to svoid possible arrest by
demonstrating the positive behavior he had learned in the classroom training
situation.

The m:;nagement strategies discussed above all are intended to aid children
in developing antecedent controls over their behavior. Children who are
exposed to appropriate

adult models, who are taught rules and contingent

relationships between their behavior and rewarding events, who are made aware
of the potential outcomes of a conrse of action, and who have practiced

prosocinl behaviors sh(kuld have more mediational or internal responses for
dealing with environmental requirements. These mediators serve to interpose
a delay between

situational stimuli and the response to them. By providing
children with these responses, where .they are deficient, they may be taught

14



greater self-control.

Direct Strategies

In addition to using general strategims for supporting self-control

described previously, there nre a number of methods that teachers may use to

teach children self-regulatory behavior directly. This may be done by

actively involving the child in monitoring his own behavior, in ser.ing

acceptable performance standards, in objectively evaluating his performance,

and in appropriately
reinforcing himself.

Self-Monitoring. This procedure involves the observation of a specific

target behavior and recording and charting its frequency. In engaging in

these activities, the child may be made aware of his behavior, its incidence,
and thc conditions under which it occurs. Self-monitoring may not only help
make the child aware of behavior-consequent relationships, it may also

interrupt an ongoing chain of behaviors (Thoresen & Mahoney, 1974). If, for
example, a child had difficulty controlling argumentative behaviors, a teacher

might have him count and record the number of times he thought about arguing
with others. This might serve to head off a sequence of undesirable events
such as: perception of threat by another - thoughts of aggressive action -

approach - arguing - hitting/open aggression. By tallying and charting his

urges-to-argue frequency, a child not only may become alerted to the fact that
he is aroused. Such an awareness also may be an essential

discrimination for

performing another, competing behavior.

There are several ways that a teacher may initiate a self-monitoring

program for a child. S/he can begin by listing a number of target behaviors

that a child may need to work on. S/he :11,4c can nsk 'the child to identify

several behaviors that he may need to change. An interview with the student

15
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could reveal those behaviors that have been identified by both, and n target

behavior selected from nmong these. If the child has difficulty identifying

p.roblem behaviors, the teacher ma! present him with three or four well-defined

target behaviors and allow him to select one that he feels he can work on

most easily. Allowing the child some power over the selection of his target

behaviors.may encourage motivation lo cooperate.

Most workers select only one target behavior nt, n time to change. This

helps keep the child from feeling overwhelmed. Often, an improvement of one

behavior may lead to improvement in another--depending on how much they compete

or overlap. For example, increasing on-task behavior might result in a

decrease in aggressive behavior simply because it is difficult to hit someone

while completing a math assignment. The behavior selected for self-monitoring

can be either in,7reascd, as in the case of a prosocial behavior, or decreased

if it is a problem. Whntever behavior ':elected for niteration, it is a

good idea to make sure that the child knows what he in to count and record.

This mny be tested by having the student define the behavior in his own words.

After the behavior IS identified and defined, self-monitoring may be

initiated by using some method for recording the behavior. If the behavior is

to be counted in sent, students cnn be given n cnrd with the behavior defined

on it in some place. The child simply has to tally his behavior as it occurs.

(e.g. Broden, Hall & Mitts, 1971). It the child is required to move about, he

might be given a golf-score wrist counter for recording. (Lindsley, 1968).

Kunzelmann (1970) has even used what he calls "countoons" to have young children

record their behaviors. A countoon consists of pictures of the behavior of

the child with an accompanying set of numbers which the child circles when he

finds himself engaging in the pictured beha,-ior.

16



For some reason a child may not be able to accurately record his behavior

when it occurshi) may be unaware that he is engaging in the behavior. There

are several ways of overcoming this problem. One method is to set a kitchen

timer at varying intervals--from one to five minutes, for exampleand have

the child record his behavior when the bell sounds.. Glynn, Thomas and Shee

(1973) found that a convenieht and effective way of aiding a child's discrimina-

tion was to play a tape recording of 1.7,ndomly occurring tones. Children were

required to record their behavior whenever the tone sounded. Still other

possibilities exist for making a child aware of his behavior. The teacher

her/himself may serve as a periodic reminder. Also, cross-peer monitoring

of target behayior is, as yet, an untried possibility.

Self-monitoring has been used mainly in conjunction with other techniques.

Some studies have shown the procedure to be effective both in increasing

study behaviors (Broden, Hall & Mitts, 1971) and in reducing disruptive

behaviors (Bolstad & Johnson, 1972; Lovitt, 1973). One caution in the use

of this procedure, however, is that the child should be periodically checked

on his recording accuracy at: recording his observations by having another

person monitor him. While some studies indicate that this is a promising

technique, others seem to indicate that it has limited effectiveness when

used by itself. (Thoresen& Mahoney, 1974). Classroom teachers who wish to

employ self-monitoring would be advised to combine it with daily feedback and

reinforcement or with .self-evaluntion and/or self-reinforcement programs. Given

the present information, then, self-monitoring may be regarded as an important

first step in a self-control program.

Goal Setting and Self-Evaluation. Certainly goal-setting and self-evalua-

tion play a major role in behavioral self-regulation. Children who are adept

17



at setting realistic performance qtandnrds and who are objective in their

evaluations appear less likely to face overwhelming frustration .or to develop

motivation problems than children who are not versed in tht)se skills. Once

performance standards have been set, the self-evaluative process serves a

feedback function in allowing an individual to reevaluate his performance

standards. Self-evaluation also may serve as a discriminative stimulus for

adminit;tering self-reinforcement (Kanfer & itaroly, 1972). Accurate goal-

setting and self-evaluative behavior is a. learned skill which may have to be

taught to children who have become reliant on external methods of control.

Once students can accurately self-monitor and reCord their behaviors,

the teacher may want to train thcm to select their own target behaviors,

establish weekly performance standards and evaluate their own progress toward

meeting these, ideally, children should have a daily academic goal in each

subject and one behavioral goal for the week. Data from self-monitoring

activities can be used by the teacher and student for establishing realistic

performance standards. For example, if a child, in counting the number of

times he "butts in" on others' conversations, averages 10 times per day, the

teacher might-want to assign him n weekly goal to reduce this problem to an

average five times per day. Daily recording of the behavior and progress

charting can supply the child with ongoing feedback concerning his performance.

AL first, a teacher may have to establish both the target behaviors and/or

specify the performance goals for each student. As the child becomes acccus-

toned to these procedures, the teacher may begin to transfer this respo:isibility

to the child through a series of steps. The teacher and student,

conference, may agree on an appropriate goal. If the student has difficulty

establishing a goal in this stage, the teacher may help by giving him a choice

of several goals and allowing him Lo choose among these alternatives. Children



who feel comfortable in selecting their goals may then be allowed to choose

their own target behaviors and/or establish their own weekly goals.

Teachers may also use the group process of selecting goals and evaluating

progress. At the end of each week each child may bri.i his record to the group
to Each rny, in turn, publicly review his progress and declare

whether he should adjust his goal upwards or downwards. If. however, he

feels that he has made satisfactory progress toward mastering his problem

he may suggest that he be allowed to select a new target behavior. Other
children in the group at this point can comment on any proposed changes in

the child's goals; very often, they may suggest other behaviors that the

child needs to work on. We have found that these procedures are both highly
. motivating for individual members, but they also create an atmosphere in which

group members aid each other in meeting personal goals.

Lovitt (1973) has used a step-wise program similar to the one proposed

above for training a 12-year-old boy to take over the responsibility for

managing his own academic schedule. Following a baseline period in which his

academic response rate was calculated Ocross subjects, the student was allowed

to schedule his assignments in any order he chose; going to lunch nnd release

from school were used contingently to insure that he completed his assignments.

In the next phase, he was allowed to correct his own assignments. After he

was accustomed to correcting his work, the teacher went over his academic'

progress chart with him each day and evaluated his progress. In the final

phases of the program, he wns allowed to chart his own progress and, finally,

to set his own academic goals in three of his six academic assignment arens.

As the program progressed from externally-directed format to a self-administered

one, the student's academic response rate increased significantly.
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Although some studies have shown that whether the goal is externally

set or self-set makes little difference in either the child's performance

on academic tasks (Felixbrod & O'Leary, 1973) or his pattern of self-evalua-

tions and self-reinforcement (Polsgreve, 1974) , Lovitt (1973) and Lovitt and

Curtiss (1969) have found that elementary-age children become more .task-

involved if they are allowed to specify their own contingency arrangements.

A caution in the use of these methods, however, is that, like self-monitoring,

they may require periodic checking by the teacher and external reinforcement

for accuracy. Given our present state of knowledge, accurate goal-setting

self-evaluation may be most easily established when they 'follow appropriate

traiiiing such as in a token economy system (Kaufmnn & O'Leary, 1972) or when

they nre used with other self-control techniques such ns self-monitoring and

self-reinforccment.

Self-Reinforcement. Self-reinforcement As the final step in the self-

control process. IL is believed Lo operate similarly to external reinforcement

in changing the probability of the behavior it follows. A person may reinforce

himself with positive thoughts, pleasurable images or feelings, by engaging in

preferred activities or by allowing himself access to tangible objects for

performing a particular act. Self-reinforcement may be positive or negative.

For example, a student may allow himself to go to lunch only after he has

completed a period of study; after striking out in a baseball game, a player

may verbally berate himself for swinging at an outside pitch. Although self-

reinforcement is used to explain how behavior is maintained or altered indepen-

dently of external control, most writers agree that the ultimate source of

control is external (e.g., Skinner, 1953). This suggests that any self-control

'program must be continaully sustained by external support.
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After a student has fairly masterc'd establishing his behavioral and/or

academic goals and is adept at monitoring and evaluating his performance,

the teacher may want to phase him into administering his own consequences.

This procedure presUMes some sort of na(ural, token, or point reinforcer in

use in the classroom. If a child is working under a token economy or point

system, for example, it is a simple matter to relinquish the administration

of tokens or points to the students. An easy way to do this is to select the

period of the day or the subject area in which the child shows least difficulty

and use this as the starting point. he child is then given control over his

points or tokens with the understanding that if he misappropriates them he may

have this opportunity suspended temporarily until he is able to administer

them to himself appropriately. Often, this is a crucial point in a child's

self-control program. As he becomes skilled at administering his own reinforc-

ing events, during one period of Vie day, he may gradually be given control of

other periods.

A number of studies have invcstivted the use of self-reinforcement as a

means of training children to manage their personal behavior. (Glynn, 1970;

Drabman, Spitalnik & O'Leary, 1973; Bolstad Johnson, 1972; and Frederikscn

Frederiksnn, 1975.). All have reached essentially the same conclusion:

that self-reinforcement is as effective as external reinforcement in maintaining

and controlling behavior. Although the results arc meager, the present data

appear to indicate that .the teacher's best application of a self-reinforcement

program AS after the children have received adequate training.

From the available research and information on the topic, the following

procedures are suggested as a procedure for developing children's self-control.

However, they by no means should be considered as the only way a self-control

program could be implemented.
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Phase I: Self-monitoring and guided self-evaluation

In this phase the child's target behavior may be assigned by his teacher
or suggested to him by his classmates in a group situation. The student is
responsible for recording his behavior, graphing it and evaluating the results
with the aid of his teacher or peers.

Phase II: Partial goal selection + self-monitoring 4 self-evaluation

In Phase II the child may be given responsibility for monitoring and
evaluating his behavior but allowed a choice of target behaviors or goals on
which to work.

Phase III: Goal selection + self-monitoring + self-evaluation

In this phase the child may be responsible.
for selecting his own

behavioral goals subject to the approval of the teacher and other class
members. As in the phase above, be may both monitor his behavior and evaluate
his.progress.

Phase IV: Goal selection + self-monitoring 4 self-,evaluation + partial self-
reinforcement

In Phase IV the child may be responsible for establishing his own
goals, nnd cbscrving,

recording andeyalnating his own behavior. He may also
be responsible for administering himself points, .free-time, or tokens for part
of the day.

Phase V: Goal-selection + self-monitoring + self-evaluation + self-reinforcement
This is the final phase and one in which the child

m:117 specify his cwn gonls,
record, cluirr, :;nd evaluate hts progress, and admtnisler

himself reinforcing
consequences.

4.2
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This paper has been concerned with the identification of what we feel is

a central problem facing inner-city schools: that of providing appropriate

socialization for children fn these institutions. Our view is that these

children suffer not so much as a result of certain cultural discrepancies but

that many of them come to school lacking in the social behaviors necessary to

insure their survival in school and, by extension, the mainstream of'society.

Often their teachers view theirproblem behavior as inherent in the child or

flmily. They think thnt the child knows how to behave appropriately but does

not comply with prevniling school expectancies out of defiance or antisocial

attitudes .

nut objective analysis.reveals that many of the problems that arise with

these children reflect the in which they are managed in typical inner-

city clarsrooms. That is, the school environment, by not providing clear-cut

behavioral eNpectancies, through the overuse of controls, and by the excessive

reliance on aversive disciplinary techniques, actually contributes to a large

share of the problem itself. Rather than seeing themselves as controlling

agents in maintaining the existing school power base, our proposal is that inner-

city school administrators and teachers reevalunte their roles--to view them-

selves ns agents for facilitating their children's development of school

npproprinte behaviors.

We advocate that inner-city school personnel adopt a range of promising

strategics that have recently grown out o( the child management literature

that can be used to promote children's self-control. It is our belief that

this goal is best accomplished by providing these children with consist.ent

rule-structure, by training them in developing an awareness for their behavior

and its consequences, by coaching them in prosocinl behavioral alternatives

and.by directly teaching them self-regulatory behaviors. While these proposals
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are by no means seen as panaceas for correcting the myriad of problems in

the inner-city schools, they do provide Some concrete suggestions as to where

v7e might begin.

2 4
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